GUJARAT MARITIME
BOARD

Let’s get IT on.

To make ports of Gujarat as ‘International Port of Choice’GMB with the
help of Digitek built a dynamic and comprehensive web portal
...www.gmbports.org

Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB) is the first autonomous state
board established in 1982. It is the only maritime body which
has an enviable feat, both nationally and internationally in
cargo handling and ship breaking activity. The port is
recognized as one of the prime catalysts to accelerate and
enhance the industrialization process of the state.
GMB ports wants to have a fully computerised system with
100 percent automation and cargo handling and with each
port acting as a profit centre
Digitek was entrusted with the task of developing a web
portal for GMB Ports in order to help them achieve the goals
and milestones that they had set for themselves.
Through this portal GMB ports wants to promote the board
and its activities, broaden the market place, and facilitate easy
and quick access of information to its existing and potential
customers. All the latest updates are published periodically
with the help of the administrative module.
The challenge faced by Digitek was to design the
comprehensive web portal, publish static and dynamic
contents as well as provide interface to administrative section
to upload latest information. The higher level sitemap was
designed to broadcast the organizational information
section, nature of the port, current ships and expected ships,
captive jetties, policies & strategies of the board and its
mission, goals and achievements. Section to publish the
traffic statistics and statistics from accounting section is also
provided in this portal.
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The other sections highlighted are disaster management
section, commercial section etc... Provision to download
tender forms is also provided.
The portal facilitates text-based information retrieval and
access, feedback, contact information, site maps, news and
official links.
The www.gmbports.org is a complete & comprehensive web
portal with static and dynamic modules designed, developed,
maintained and hosted by Digitek.
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Technology Platform :
HTML, Dreamweaver 5.0, Photoshop 5.5, ASP 2.0,
MS-Access, JavaScript, VB Script
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